
U
nless you’ve
been cut off
from civiliza-
tion over the

past few months, you’re
obviously aware that mar-
kets have been volatile.

Moreover, you’ve
known that this volatility
has been fueled by those
European countries that are up to
their eyeballs in debt to some of
the continent’s big banks.

Given this, I’d like to offer a few
suggestions on how you can turn
this volatility to your advantage.

Not surprisingly, the volatility
has given baby boomers — those
folks born between 1946 and 1964
— a particularly rough ride.

The boomers, of which I count
myself a member, now represent
the most influential chunk of the
investing public.

In understanding the boomers’
investment habits over the past
three decades, we can uncover
clues on how to benefit from their
crowd-following behavior.

After all, it was the boomers
who helped stampede the bull be-
tween 1982 and 1999, having
been told to buy and hold equities
for returns of eight to 10 per cent.
Indeed, this formed the basis of
their retirement projections.

The markets delivered — for a
while. But then came 2000 and
the decade of no returns.

Suddenly, many boomers
started facing the very real pos-
sibility of not having enough

money to pay for their
retirement.

Even their pension
fund managers were
sidewalled by the “lost”
decade. And that was
t o u g h ,  g i v e n  t h e i r
staunch belief that in-
vestments would deliver
p r e d i c t a b l e  p e r f o r -

mance over the long term, if only
holdings were spread out over
various asset classes.

The boomers also hired finan-
cial planners who sold them on
the concept of buying and hold-
ing mutual funds.

Such investments were often
saddled with higher commis-
sions, higher management fees,
as well as heavy penalties for
cashing out.

Ken Norquay of CastleMoore
Inc., an investment firm based in
Oakville, Ont., used to call
boomers with a preference for
these types of mutual funds BIPs,
or buyers of investment products.

Like the pension managers, fi-
nancial planners must now con-
tend with clients who are disillu-
sioned, depressed and angry.

Not surprisingly, the boomers,
the fund managers and the finan-
cial planners are all now wonder-
ing what went wrong.

The answer, of course, lies in
the long-term market cycles. Over
the past 125 years, markets have
toggled fairly regularly between
bulls and periods when markets
were volatile or went sideways.

Yet, the fund managers and fi-
nancial planners were unaware of
these cycles. And that’s surprising,
given that we’re now in the sixth
identifiable sideways market since
the birth of the Dow Jones Indus-
trial average in the early 1880s.

Each of these sideways markets
lasted between seven and 17 years.
So, there were good grounds for
thinking we’d eventually en-
counter another such period.

But humans tend to be myopic.
We tend to divine the future based
on current market conditions.

The previous bull market
turned boomers into a population
of perpetual bull market believers.

Yet, as the illusion shattered,
the boomers started to buy and sell
in a desperate attempt to preserve
capital and earn positive returns.

Unfortunately, in making in-
vestment decisions, most of these
investors followed their heart,
rather than their head.

But to separate ourselves from
the herd and log positive results,
we must use those tools that will
help us identify when market
risk/return is favorable.

Put another way, we must
learn to profit by the crowd’s emo-
tion-based buying and selling.

One of the market timing indi-
cators I like to watch is the volatil-
ity index of the Chicago Board
Options Exchange, more popu-
larly known as the VIX.

This index, which tracks the
implied volatility of the S&P 500
Index options, tends to give high

readings when investors start
panicking.

The VIX reached the upper end
of its historic range twice in the
last half of 2011: once in early Au-
gust and again in early October.

These signals identified the
bottom for the summer, while
flashing a buy signal for traders.

Another tool most investors
can access is seasonal investing.
My book, Sideways, summarizes
the most dominant seasonal
trading cycles from which you
can benefit in conjunction with
the identification of technical
patterns.

I’d also recommend Brooke
Thackray’s Investors guides or
Jeffrey Hirsch’s Stock Traders
Almanac.

All these books explain how to
utilize seasonal strength for both
the broad stock market indices
and individual market sectors
throughout the trading year.

Use these seasonal cycles as a
backdrop to help determine when
to buy and when to sell.

When combined with other
tools such as the VIX, along with
traditional chart pattern recogni-
tion, you can come up with a dis-
passionate system that will help
you profit from crowd behavior,
rather than falling victim to it.

Meanwhile, let’s examine a
few of the current investment
decisions I’ve made for the mod-
el portfolios I manage here at
ValueTrend.

As the S&P continued to gyrate
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in the fall and early winter, we
sold many of our more volatile
positions in our equity model.

Gold was one of these posi-
tions, which we sold when it
reached the top of a trend channel
around US$1,800 an ounce. We’ve
rotated the proceeds of these sales
into sectors that are less volatile,
but that pay higher dividends.

I also expect to boost our
cash exposure in the first quarter
of 2012  by reducing our hold-
ings in technology, healthcare,
agriculture and consumer dis-
cretionary stocks.

In fact, by the time you read
this, we may have cashed out of
some, if not all, of these sectors.

Catalysts likely scarce

Although there may be upside
to markets if the U.S. Federal Re-
serve announces a third round of
quantitative easing, I believe
there will be few other catalysts to
push stocks higher in 2012.

In the interim, here are a few of

the low volatility positions I now
like and that may interest you.

One of the more defensive
source of investments now is util-
ities. This sector, home mainly to
power and pipeline stocks, tends
to pay high dividends, while of-
fering relatively stable returns.

Although the sector doesn’t log
its best returns until the summer,
it can still be a great place for your
capital if you want stock market
exposure in volatile environment.

I hold the BMO Equal Weight
Utilities Index (ZUT-TSX,
$16.10),  but you should also
consider the iShares S&P/TSX
Capped Utilities Index Fund
(XUT-TSX, $20.85).

Dividend yields for these ex-
change-traded funds do vary, but
they typically hover around four
per cent.

Another sector with higher
yields, but lower volatility, is glob-
al infrastructure. Here again, both
iShares and BMO go toe to toe.

BMO’s version is the Global
Infrastructure Index (ZGI-TSX,

$$19.32); that of iShares, the S&P
Global Infrastructure Index
(IGF-NYSE, $33.50.) For other
good bets, you could look for in-
dividual stocks.

For example, I recently bought
Brookfield Infrastructure Part-
ners L.P. (BIP.UN-TSX, $28.90)
for my managed portfolio.

I like the partnership’s stable
cash flow, its five per cent-plus
distribution, as well as the solid
uptrend of its units.

As I mentioned, I sold gold
back in October when it reached
my technical target of around
US$1,800 an ounce. I believed that
because gold prices were extend-
ed, they were due for a pullback.

I’m now monitoring gold and
may buy it again if it hits $1,400.
True, technical support comes in
around $1,480, but I suggest you
first wait for a bounce that can
keep the metal above that level.

Gold is a falling knife — one
you shouldn’t try to catch in mid-
air. Wait for it to hit the ground
and bounce before moving in.

Indeed, if you like the idea of
eventually holding gold, you can
do so by buying gold mining
stocks or gold bullion itself.

One good bullion bet are the
exchange-traded notes (MNT-
TSX,$18.64) now being issued by
the Royal Canadian Mint.

The notes are backed by real
bullion that you can request for
delivery — an interesting concept.

For currency-hedging, you can
also trade the Horizons COMEX
Gold Fund (HUG-TSX, $16.31), or
the very liquid SPDR Gold Trust
Fund (GLD-NYSE, $156.70).

If you like big-cap gold pro-
ducers, the iShares S&P/TSX In-
dex Fund (XGD-TSX, $23.25) is
the best recognized exchange-
traded fund in Canada.

But if you like small-cap gold
plays and can handle more risk,
you should consider the BMO Ju-
nior Gold Index (ZJG-TSX, $17.85).

Keith Richards, is portfolio man-
ager of ValueTrend Wealth Man-
agement in Barrie, Ont.
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